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Zombies are everywhere. We're talking about pop culture of course, and not about the literal apocalypse. They are in TV shows, comic books, movies, video games; if it is the kind of media that can generate fandom, it is a safe bet that you can find zombies in it. To the west, The Walking Dead has become something of
a pop culture phenomenon, perhaps only matched by G.R.R. Martin's Game of Thrones.Starting out as a comic book series by Robert Kirkman and published by Image, the show is six seasons strong with no sign of slowing down. So, if you're an avid tabletop roleplaying gamer, and you and your friends have been
infected by the urge to play the last of humanity fighting for survival at the end of the world, or if you might want to play an undead monster lurking on your own, what RPG should you use? Not all pen-and-paper dice-chucking rules are up to the task of accurately describing the horrors of the undead. Here are 7 of the
best tabletop zombie RPGs available to any player or GM who wants a dose of their apocalyptic chaos:The End of the World product series by Fantasy Flight Games was originally released with some additional settings all designed to simulate scenarios ridden by different catastrophes, and the Zombie Apocalypse was
the first of these. Detailed Survival - The game is lined with useful information, providing even amateurs for the apocalypse survival genre with the right tools to accurately simulate pain and grind into survivors in a zombie-infested world. Diverse Settings – Acknowledging the diversity of a subset of zombie apocalypse,
the game even provides five different scenarios about how the undead rise and what can be done about it. Start The End - Not all RPGs will give you what would be called a veteran gamemaster as an endgame. The game does not, giving ideas of deadlock and even curing scenarios and what survivors can do after the
apocalypse. Narrative Simplicity - The game is not very complex, but it focuses on the story to keep the action and drama high. You won't waste time trying to rule lawyers. Lack of Technical Depth – There is a growing playing group on numerical minutiae and a thorough setup detail for immersion. This is one game that
doesn't pay much attention to these things for the sake of a good driving story. Low Power - Don't jump into this zombie tabletop RPG game that expects to start out as a pathetic survivor, then evolve into an elite zombie killer commando. This is a survival game and those looking for the return of hordes of zombies are
best tried other systems. System the d100Fresh system of Kickstarting's second edition of this RPG, Hunter Books has a much better product creation than the roots of the first edition's well-made, if low-key, first edition. This is a good example of how indie publishers can create quality products that can be challenging
larger market. yes, but can you hold on? - Plague: The undead are proud to be hardcore simulation RPGs. The game has a unique system called SPEW-AI (Strength Perception Empathy Willpower Assessment Inventory) that allows you to accurately create yourself as a character, giving players the ability to participate
in zombie apocalypse as themselves. Publishers swear by their effectiveness, and are specifically built to minimize bias and ego to create your true self. You can create completely new characters if you want, but if you want to know if you're going to live through a real disaster scenario or not, this game is the perfect way
to find out. Painstaking Detail - This game puts a lot of weight on accurate simulations. All kinds of items can be used as weapons, it factors in realism including pain, panic, and emotional stress, and templates for general survivor archetypes for ease of transition, all while giving you different types of scenarios and
zombie knowledge. There is no level, just an organic way of getting better the longer you survive. Kitted Out - Not too many RPGs come out today as a complete set. This one's not. The Second Edition Starter Kit includes pocket editions of core rulebooks, custom dice, reference cards, and character sheets. All you need
to provide yourself is 3 P: pencils, participants, and passion. Hard to Find – If you want a physical product, it may be difficult to get plague: The Undead. Hunters Books is a relatively small publisher so if you don't order directly from their online store, finding copies in local brick-and-mortar stores will be a matter of luck.
Slow Support – As a small publisher, Hunters Books may be slow to come out with additional products for hardcore zombie RPG gamers. Pocket rulebooks equipped with starter kits were supposed to be the basis for a larger set of core rulebooks, but those books have not yet been published. Gritty and Low on the
Heroism - With all its emphasis on realistic scenarios and character portrayals, it's likely the player won't feel like a hero. The game is engineered in such a way that if you put the player in the climactic scenario of an action movie, they will probably die in a variety of terrible ways. Unless you're a badass in real life, you're
not going to be a badass here. Game system: Point-based character creationIni is one of the few games here that doesn't make you into the apocalypse itself, but throws zombie problems of a different kind at you. The setting of Unhallowed Metropolis is closer to dystopian, one where the end of the world is already
happening, but it's over now and society Continues. What kind of society is left, now it's not so ideal. Alternative History - An unparalleled metropolis takes place in a world where a major outbreak in 1905 made the dead rise, and human civilization had to retreat to be cleansed, cleansed, cities while the undead roam the
countryside. It's now 2105 and the cast has a character who lives in one of these post-apocalyptic cities (London by default), and it's debatable whether you're better off on the outside than inside. Gothic Future Elements – Apart from the castles, these cities have their own problems, including those caused by constantly
mutated plague and monsters that happen to be, or deliberately lay eggs. Alchemy, galvanized, aristocratic vampires, crazy citizens, and of course, various forms of Animasimates (zombies) create bleak and colorful layered settings. Multi-Genre Gaming – If you belong to a group that likes to mix genres, this setting is
perfect for threading zombie outbreaks into magical frameworks and technologies. If you want to add horror to your typical RPG settings, Unhallowed Metropolis is a great place to start. Saturated - Mixing genres is all well and good, if your gamemaster can handle it. But if you don't have someone very experienced
running the game, a very solid setting can easily spoil the fun instead of improving it. Different and Weird - Not all groups will enjoy this setting. It's strange, and unlike the horror of survival in the contemporary world. If your playing group expects a game closer to The Walking Dead, then stay away from Unhallowed
Metropolis.Pedestrian System - Actual mechanics and gameplay systems aren't anything spectacular or innovative, and RPG veterans won't find much to come by. Different systems in place are often not synergistic. Some reviews of the game will even suggest that your group uses beautiful settings, but uses other
game systems as a basic substitute. Infected! Game system: the d10Infected system reflects a different kind of apocalypse, reflecting the darkness in mankind itself. In this game, while the zombie virus outbreak does threaten humanity, in the end, it is the failure of man himself that destroys society. Going back to the
Dark Ages - Throughout history the most dangerous threat to humans was not wild animals or wild monsters; It's someone else. This game brings us to the point where this is once again true. While the infected roam the borders of human population groups, inside decaying human cities a survivor must contend with
bandits, lunatics, and cannibals. If you want to know what The Walking Dead looks like after decades, this is the game you're looking for. Immersion - Infected! using a system called Immersion RPG game system. Although centered on more modern settings, it provides an option for gamers to settings to different genres.
It also has the option to adjust the level of realism, so the game can go a dark and gritty variety for cinematic swashbuckling. Moderate Complexity – Of all the rule systems presented in this article, Infected! between the rules of weight and and It's a classless system with nonlinear progress and just enough technical
detail to thoroughly without bogging you down with the mathematical way systems like GURPS or even high-level Pathfinder would do. Great for groups with a mix of player preferences. Unfinished and Unsansed Games – Unfortunately, this promising new entry into the zombie tabletop RPG market hasn't even officially
come out yet. Yet another product of Kickstarter funding, it is the last steps required before a book is delivered to shelves. If you want this game, it may take a while for you to get it. Game system: UnisystemAs as far as zombie RPG games go, many genre veterans will swear by this game, even calling it the best on the
market. One of the earliest roleplaying games focused entirely on zombie survival horror, this product by Eden Studios has been nominated and won several game awards. Survival-Evocative System - The game is based on Unisystem Eden Studios, which is flexible enough to handle all the elements and settings that
are common to this game genre, and has some nice subtle touches to enhance the experience. For example, the scale of a character's life or resilience pool is rather wide for this kind of game, allowing players to not only suffer damage from ferocious wounds, but also to experience the sensation of slowly suffocating to
death from scratches, narrow escapes, and near misses as the game progresses. Compact Size - You'll only need this one book, and it's smaller than most RPG rulebooks, making the game easy to carry around. Plus, with only one type of dice to use (the game uses d10s), and no maps, it makes setting up to play with
fun easily. Full of Ideas – All Meat To Eat gives you eleven different settings —dubbed Deadworlds—if you don't want to create your own, and it's easy enough to mix and match or pull from this to make your own personal arrangements. This provides considerable flexibility for game development while reducing the time it
takes to do so. It even gives you historical references to zombies in movies and literature to feed animal extra concepts. Working Both Ways – Want to be a walker? Not all of these games let you play the part of the undead. All Flesh Must Be Eaten is the one that gives you the space to do so. Something For Everyone Game mechanics can be scaled to be crisp or as bad as your game group likes, so the game can cater to all kinds of players - as long as they love zombies, of course. Too Many Possibilities - The flexibility this game provides with rules and can be a weakness. The opportunity to throw too many game elements or spend
too long to develop your perfect setting is very real when you have a system that can accommodate it. Crispier Than Expected - This game presents a non-cinematic version of Unisystem, so it can be a little heavier on numbers and and than expected if you're looking for something more dynamic to play with. WANT THIS
GAME? Look for more fleshy pieces here. Not satisfied with the book, Eden Studios has also written additional source books for each type of zombie sub genre. Game system: SimpleThey might as well call it Zombieland: The Game. We're certainly referring to the Woody Harrelson/Jesse Eisenberg film of the same
name. If that's the setting you want to play, with the taste and tone of the game in mind, then this is the game you'll be using. Direct, Yet Ridiculous - Yes, zombies are dangerous. But grab a fire axe, a heavy wrench, or a rifle from under the bar table and so do you. It's still a game about survival, but unlike more realistic
settings, survival here always involves getting some returns. No Need for Settings - The game gives you one setting and background for disasters, tells you the things you need to do to survive by building them into your character's statistics, then keeps you loose in a zombie-infested environment. Simple and clean. Easy
to Learn - You can create characters for this kind of zombie game in minutes, and teach players how the game works in the same amount of time. You can get a hard job of hitting zombies and survive faster. Big Party is welcome – The dynamism of the settings and simplicity of the game rules will let a gamemaster run
this game with more players than they normally do. This game may actually be less fun in small groups. Editor and Layout Artist Needed - Of all the options we provide, these are the least professionally created. The material, writing style, and layout of the game feel more like a product someone wrote in their mother's
basement, than a polished publication. And it may be intentional, adding to the character of the game. However, it can be a turn-off for gamers who want something with a higher polish level. Full Dice Set Required – I hope you've played Dungeons and Dragons, because the game writer assumes you do, and he also
assumes you keep all the different polyhedrals. If you don't have a set of D&amp;D dice complete, then you have to get some before playing Zombie Cataclysm.Questionable Longevity - It doesn't feel like a game you'll play for many game sessions or months in the end. While perfect for a one-shot game or a short story
arc with multiple game sessions, we don't see this product as anything suitable for a long campaign. Game system: FATE or but far from being the least, Fate Core by Evil Hat is another award-winning RPG, staying true to its claim that whatever the setting or foundation, this game can make it happen. Unparalleled
flexibility – Fate Core is not so much rule-light as rule-loose. The essence of the game is the flow of the game and the story always beats the rules. If there is any Skill, or game element is out of luck, then you are free to change or add new rules to modify the game to whatever it takes. Cinematic and Dramatic Mastery Notice how The Walking Dead doesn't just focus on surviving zombies, and mostly concentrates on social human interaction? It is the best system so far to create role-playing, drama-heavy games, accommodate even social and mental battles and force players to inflict consequences on themselves that might take a few
game sessions to deal with. Agency and Proactivity - Most RPGs create character concepts in your head, then modify them to fit the rule system you're using. Fate Core lets you create character concepts and then manipulate the system to create them! It's the best system for creating characters that give players the
freedom to act and change the world around them, whichever way they choose. One Book, Small Size - Fate Core requires only one central rule book. Everything you add is ice. The book is also the smallest and most concise of the listed here, although it is still quite heavy due to the quality of the paper stock. WorldBuilding Necessary - Currently, Fate Core does not have a special source book about the zombie apocalypse. A group that wants to use Destiny to play the ultimate undead world scenario needs to do some work to fill in all the extra details, but once it's done, the setting will really be something to call your own. Mutual
Trust - Fate requires a cohesive group that knows each other and synergizes well with other participants. If you don't trust gm to make the correct scoring call, if players show open antagonism to each other during dramatic moments, then this zombie campaign using this will fall apart faster than the makeshift barricades
battered by hordes of the undead. Funny Dice - Fate Core uses Fudge Dice, which is a six-sided one that has two '+' sides, two '-' sides, and two empty sides. Each roll uses 4 of these, and only specialty stores will have them (they are rarer than polyhedral D&amp;D). While you can use standard dice to simulate Fudge
Dice, many gamers are fussy enough to want to use the original article. WANT THIS GAME? Decide your fate here. The online store even sells some of the best (and prettiest) Fudge Dice available on the market. Many supplements exist, including one devoted entirely to teaching you how to make game changes and
tweaks that I mentioned. So there you have it. Which game system right for your group? We've given instructions on how to determine compatibility, but one thing you shouldn't ignore is what kind of zombie settings you want to play. What is your group looking for? Drama? Action? Oddity? Each of these systems can be
more profitable depending on which direction the game winds. Good luck, and try your best not to get Okay? Last updated on 2020-10-24 at 21:49 Accurate product prices and availability on the indicated date/time and subject to change. Any pricing and availability information displayed on the [relevant Amazon Site), as
applicable] at the time of purchase will apply to the purchase of this product. CERTAIN CONTENT THAT APPEARS ON THIS SITE, COMES FROM AMAZON. THIS CONTENT IS PROVIDED 'AS IS' AND IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR DELETION AT ANY TIME. Time.
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